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THE DECUAIN 
 

Dear Hands 

 

BROWN 
 
Remember when you painted the rainbow 
After the lips said prayers to heaven? 
The wisdom that came through you, that window 
It ended in ten and not eleven. 
The art of clenching was your safe haven, 
But through you I knew how to write like God- 
…Stories on wings that fly like a Raven. 
Oh dear hands! Very even and not odd, 
Your joy alone makes me want to applaud. 
Keep right, keep left, I'll be the head to nod. - 

   
GREY 
 
The lines on wrists gave birth to creative 
I can absolutely call it a norm 
Made in Ville and thoughts born of the native 
It inks written word, dance a sacred form 
Dear Hands, for I will never tear you torn 
Feed you to the promise of saved serpents 
That is vile. I 'm the Abel that would mourn. 
Dear hands, this seed feeds the greed of ten tents 
I cake to play boys I call fugitive 
Rest in mine, I sing you a narrative.  

MAROON 
 
Dear hands, thanks for coming with ten fingers 
Cos each has a responsibility: 
To back each other up as would singers, 
To move the luggage, to set the tip free. 
Dear hands, this should stay between you and me: 
Do not dare to fall asleep on those rails. 
Write her body the perfect chemistry - 
So here is an advice; work on those nails. 
There are times when you won't be close to me; 
You're black. Stretch, stand still when a cop screams free(ze). 
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MONOTETRA 

 

Page Hallucinations  

 
AQUA 
 
When the letters touch the blank page 
Each word acts itself on that stage 
Some are metaphors, pain or rage. 
Some pay as wage. Some pay as wage. 
  
Each word comes to life when penned down, 
They may form a room, street or town. 
Some have boys or a girl with gown, 
Could be a noun! Could be a noun! 
  
And a page may complete a book 
Telling stories of what life took. 
You don't believe me? Check Facebook 
A page can cook. A page can cook. 
  
  
BLUE 
 
His pen had several broken toes 
His page suffered same staccatos 
His day would duck when nightmare shows 
The lot he owes. The lot he owes. 
  
She wore her gown between the sheets 
Her heart agreed, she mimed the beats 
But dreams don't stop the one who cheats 
Ego defeats! Ego defeats! 
  
At the funeral he saw the ghost 
It woke, it stood, it bragged the most 
And it denied the mortem's post 
Living to boast! Living to boast! 
  
FUCHSIA 
 
I’m sitting here with pain fetters 
Friend, can I write you some letters? 
Settled last year in some gutters 
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With him, I kissed Harry Potters. 
  
Yes, his cards gave me a needle 
In my head, I moaned a cuddle 
Graciously refreshed my fondle 
My insanity, he handle(d). 
  
So friend, send this letter to Brown 
Tell him I am wearing his crown 
I will smile if he calls me clown 
In this home filled with joyous frown. 
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TROLAAN 

 

Stranded Prayers 

 

AUBURN 
 
Standing at the door of heaven, 
Staring are the authors, good and evil. 
Should I wake to pray by eleven? 
Stored up answers are still eaten by the Devil. 
  
The lips sing to God but the walls hear and dance, 
Temptations only produce more hurt. 
Talking about faith like I'm not worth a chance, 
Try praying much longer, who knows, yours may be short. 
  
Hang on a little longer; your time is soon, 
Hear God's words. Listen well and practice. 
Happy people also have dark nights with no moon. 
Heaven has one exam, no malpractice. 
  
Again I must say, check out your life 
Arrange the wrong deeds and give it a try. 
Attack the doubt, don't give it a knife. 
Answers are closer, keep calm and don't cry. 
  
GOLD  
 
The walls of these knees are cracked 
…[T]urning into debris. 
The eyes that these hills attract, 
The tears are begging to be free 
  
Here is the place my voice stood 
Humming songs of shame 
Helping a belief in falsehood 
Hoping heaven would remember my name. 
  
Evening passed and the morning died 
Exacting same pain 
Every number to God i dialed 
Entered but never redialed again 
  
Very few prayers can open doors 
Value is measured and produce branded 
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Victory don't come in abandoned wars 
Vices are like gods that leave us stranded 
 
RED 
 
Limit not the word of God 
Let it not be found in unbelief 
Lay your doubts in the heavenly laud 
Leave your burden, get a relief 
  
On this altar we stood 
Imagine what we claimed 
Indestructible ways to eat food 
Isolating from the world we maimed 
  
Now I will continue the good fight 
Never speak to me; I’m now Hanna In the temple 
Nodding in desperate silence at night, 
Numbering the sweat when Eli wore a mantle. 
  
Obedience is that will 
Originated for Captain Eve 
Outcast, the soil she’d till 
The day she and the serpent cleave. 
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SYNCHRONICITY 

 

A drunken poem 

 

 

PURPLE 
 
Threw up few words of poetry 
from the Bottle of ink, my thoughts 
drank from. 
  
Looks scattered though with a clear sound. 
Dropped on the roof top of ears that 
  
Leaving brains intoxicated 
with very clear understanding 
of words. 
  
With metaphors like simile 
these words told a story of a 
poem 
  
Written with unstable fingers, 
read with a voice only poets 
can see. 
  
  
DIAMOND 
 
East is my home, but got to South 
Looking for the door, I banged twice- 
“Help me!” 
  
I call this an oxymoron 
No, I think it's a paradox. 
Teach me. 
  
My diction is not same, I lost 
It to the book by Richard Wright, 
I think. 
  
With dizzy eyes I watched some pun. 
“Oh, look at that pretty bosom!” 
I wished. 
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I wish to write sexy on them 
Let me hold drinks of irony- 
For play. 
  
  
CHERRY 
 
Impaired were the words from his lips 
Each staggering from hands to page 
  
Some metaphors would almost spew, 
Others became so outspoken, 
Too loud. 
  
The pun tried to gain its balance 
After it had much words to drink, 
It fell. 
  
The poet’s thoughts were drunk poems 
Trying to find the ground to stand, 
To think. 
  
But the words he wrote never drank, 
They were written while he was high- 
Dead drunk. 
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JOSEPH'S STAR 
 
Communication 
 

PINK 
 
His 
Message left 
She got the feedback 
The problem was different           
The letters were repeated. 
Two paragraphs torn 
Incomplete 
 
Mya 
Use the knife 
Do you believe me? 
Slice a piece off our conscience 
Let’s try to forgive our hands 
She picked the weapon 
Found silence 
  
  
AMBER 
 
Words 
Took its form 
To pass messages. 
Books came along and did same, 
Communicating as light; 
Opening dark doors- 
Giving right 
  
Signs 
Found their place 
By sending more clues. 
Humanity fed through them 
They understood God's language 
And spoke with their hearts 
They gave back 
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BLACK 
 
Sounds 
Of words i 
See falling from lips  
With signs conveying meanings 
From one lip to many ears 
With footprints of pun, 
Hyperbole, 
  
Words 
Used by men 
To teach and to learn 
To lead, mislead the misled 
Going left just to be right 
Like apostrophe 
Speaks to dead 
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OTTAVA RIMA 
 
Juvenile Home 
 

GREEN 
 
They wore such wide smiles, beneath lies, teary eyes 
Seclusion had friends too, each pair on their own. 
The beddings wrote. Correction failed in disguise 
Dreams dreamt nightmares that were too young to be grown. 
At last they learn through strict, through stern, to be wise. 
But the fields in their hearts had seeds that were sown 
For the deeds they sought on the streets that they deep 
Found them locks they dread in a Juvenile keep 
  
  
INDIGO 
 
It's not the bed at home that has chased us, 
It's a dreaded disease of pure emotion. 
Our rooms here can fully describe an old bus, 
Holding bad memoirs with a rough intention. 
I was sent here because I possessed a cuss, 
In over ten years, I've dined with detention. 
I've waited for the day that my stories will roam. 
So you read my write from a Juvenile home. 
  
BROWN 
 
Not considering if the floor had kissed the broom 
With his face moving from left to right and back 
On naked toes he stepped towards the dark room 
A poor boy who could barely afford a snack 
Juvenile who found himself in a courtroom 
In an attempt to cope, just to stay on track 
He paid the dowry of a juvenile home 
Now sleeping in an apartment with no foam. 
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SENRYU 

 

Surprised vessel 

 

 
CORAL 
 
This love knows no rash 
For in your womb I found love 
Smiling back at me 
  
Promises you aired 
To safeguard and to protect 
Not to let me fall 
  
Through you in red dress 
I will travel to save lives 
Keep me very close 
  
Not too far from you 
For my acts will surprise you 
Like water and blood. 
  
  
TAN 
 
This sinner gave up 
Her deeds didn't fit her robe 
She was scared of praise 
  
As she sang the song 
The cymbals refused her tone 
Her feet became cold. 
  
She looked at the hearts 
Who had come for true worship 
Her eyes wore remorse 
  
Hubris had escaped 
Knees dropped and shattered in shame 
And then the VOICE spoke... 
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INFRA RED 
 
A canal with name 
Metal with peacock feathers 
It built so much tales. 
  
"God used wood to build 
He didn't know of metals" 
Sarcasm of men. 
  
I master the sea 
So boats envelope their fee. 
God thought of an act. 
  
They then met a stone 
Floating amidst and 'undrenched' 
It surprised their tale. 
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PANTOUM 

 

Beast Of Poetic Nation  

 

SAPPHIRE 
 
Never did I doubt my wright 
I played with all, I wrote the kill 
My thinking cap wrapped in helmet's right 
My shirt got stained with a little Simile on hill 
  
I played with all, I wrote the kill 
Sharpened my gun 
My shirt got stained with a little Simile on hill 
Now behold jungle boots and the fun 
  
Sharpened my gun 
Carved white in fiction woods 
Now behold jungle boots and the Fun 
Literary van arrived with diction’s goods 
  
Carved white in fiction woods 
My thinking cap wrapped in helmet's right 
Literary van arrived with diction’s goods 
Never did I doubt my wright 
   
MOCCASIN 
 
I am a land whose inhabitants only speak poetry 
A language appreciated by few- 
Full of accents like metaphors, similes and puns. 
Individuals who plant words and harvest poems 
  
A language appreciated by few 
Who built their structures in stanzas. 
Individuals who plant words and harvest poems. 
Singing national anthem with rhymes 
  
Who built their structures in stanzas 
A beautiful tongue with an ugly face to many 
Singing national anthem with rhymes 
With beauty mistook for beasts resting in its lines 
  
A beautiful tongue with an ugly face to many 
Full of accents like metaphors, similes and puns. 
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With beauty mistook for beasts resting in its lines 
I am a land whose inhabitants only speak poetry 
  
LILAC 
 
I have studied this nation’s old flow and ways. 
Feed my mind with dusty metaphors from ages past. 
I want to be the witch who recount their numbered days, 
So words will take wings to slow forever last 
  
Feed my mind with dusty metaphors from ages past. 
Let me touch Amadi's sweat running across his back. 
So words will take wings to slow forever last 
I'd prove it true when my mourning lifts the dark. 
  
Let me touch Amadi's sweat running across his back. 
And feel like a beast, the eater of words. 
I'd prove it true when my mourning lifts the dark. 
I shall be an alpha; bet poetry will be the guards. 
  
And feel like a beast, the eater of words. 
I want to be the witch who recount their numbered days, 
I shall be an alpha; bet poetry will be the guards. 
I have studied this nation old flow and ways, 
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PANTOUM 

 

The Serpent Within 

 

CRYSTAL 
 
The Garden had fruitful seeds 
This bore angels, the man and Eve 
Eve’s itching ears made her submit virtue beads 
To the serpent’s sleeve 
  
This bore Angels, the man and Eve 
Paid attention to worldly fee 
To the serpent’s sleeve 
Who stripped her of naked cleave 
  
Paid attention to worldly fee 
Till she tilled the cursed ground 
Who stripped her of naked cleave 
A solid rock she found 
  
Till she tilled the cursed ground 
Eve’s itching ears made her submit Virtue beads 
A solid rock she found 
The garden had fruitful seeds 
  
  
 
TEAL 
 
Doors with open arms 
Hugged him who ran panting with bare feet 
With his stomach filled with empty terms 
Searching for literary terms to put… 
  
Hugged him who ran panting with bare feet 
Swallowed by the building that gives comfort. 
In search of literary terms to put 
Found symbols, imageries, flashback and discomfort. 
  
Swallowed by the building that gives comfort. 
A greedy soul stealing from his comfort zone can't get enough. 
Found symbols, imageries, flashback and discomfort. 
Acting like a jolly good fellow, but still rough. 
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A greedy soul stealing from his comfort zone can't get enough. 
With his stomach filled with empty terms 
Acting like a jolly good fellow, but still rough. 
In doors with open arms. 
 
KHAKI 
 
He was from dust, carved to mate her 
A figurine she'd be, one of continuity. 
Names didn't change to be mother and father. 
And bed bore witness to their unity. 
  
A figurine she'd be, one of continuity, 
Whenever she swallowed the river which built a room. 
And bed bore witness to their unity. 
She’d have a smile of flowers like when they bloom. 
  
Whenever she swallowed that river which built a room, 
It became a dead seed in a hole. 
She'd have a smile of flowers like when they bloom, 
As the serpent in her ate as its role 
  
It became a dead seed in a hole, 
Names didn't change to be mother and father. 
As the serpent in her ate as its role, 
He was from dust, carved to mate her. 
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EPITHALAMIUM 

 

Epithalamium (Epithalamion)A poem written in honor of the bride and groom. 

 

 
CREAM 
 
Dear Groom, 
I write today to plead your gaze looking at the bride, beautiful in her white garment that 
will be stained with wifely and mother duties.  
When the child spills his milk on her awesome breast, there you would smile with 
memories of how you first met. 
Dear groom, 
I won't sugarcoat words or tell you this is a perfect couple that the world has seen. There is 
no perfect couple, truth be told. But promise to hold her heart and give a fresh start. Make 
this princess into the queen she is. Let her feel it in the presence of the trees than the 
bedroom. 
Caress her thighs let her moan and say, “No other has bought me whole like you do.” 
Times will come when the needle will pierce a little. Give a slow flow. Promise to glow in 
times of gloom. Get your groove and dance to the TRIALS life will offer in this basket of 
marital offering. 
Never forget to flirt with her short skirt; put two fingers and wake in there. That is your 
home. It’s where you belong. 
See; Let me blast your worry. The spiritual level should be high, let it scream to the 
mountains. Always give space for dialogue between you and the maker. 
  
Dear Bride, 
Beauty is charming but a woman who fears the Lord shall be praised. Arrest gossips and 
pay attention to hubby, for he is your biggest baby. Lay down your fears, juice your tears, 
and give him the best. 
  
Dear Bride and Groom, 
A union has made two bodies become one. 
The pen has spoken, give heed to the say. 
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MELON 
 
Cheers to the chains that has tied you both, 
A bond with two musing to be one. 
I see you as friends but to each other 
Become the best. 
As one you would immerse into a story. 
Your lips should synchronize as a vessel 
Spoken with a tongue of bliss. 
A wrapper from the moon 
To hold your nights in pleasure or pain. 
Embrace both lovingly. 
A new day would wield a way. 
A new sun will come with a son 
Feeding her belly to the brim. 
Cheers to this union of water and fire, 
Quench your thirsts and echo more heat. 
Let smoke not screen this house 
Work to each other; beat that girdle of lust, 
Your hearts to forfeit against earth's odd. 
Let him lord you, oh Queen of Lourdes 
With this gemstone ringed upon your heart. 
And such a story, a laurel to the becoming. 
  
-A bride to a groom- 
Your flowers let him bloom. 
Conceive your folded past 
Let it not birth this present, 
So bloom and live a future. 
And while we bury our wines 
In the merriment of this consummation. 
Know that my libation 
Is a witness to the becoming of math unequal. 
Two in one and that's my toast…a prequel. 
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HARRISHAM RHYME 

 

For your eyes only 

 

 

PEACH 
 
Think of when I carve these words 
Know that some secrets are beneath the line 
It lights when you turn my chords 
The green table gets our trust to dine 
Erasing the pain hemmed in swords 
Given a few lacks brings more sign. 
  
New secrets could get us torn 
Which is your desire to hail? 
High standards didn't buy the training worn 
How will mama get us bail? 
Winners also loved to mourn 
Sinners must not be in jail. 
  
  
MINT 
 
Years from now, your soul will feed from this ash 
Swearing curses cos’ I didn't care enough. 
Grow more eyes, see beneath my mustache 
Words from my poems, kisses, ‘pen-puns’ I cough. 
Sweetness, read again please. Don't clear the cache. 
Somewhere in a poem your name is a Molotov. 
  
Everyday my dear look beyond the eyelash. 
Yearn no more, for I live in these words not off. 
Nurse no loss. Look beyond the visions sent to the trash. 
Especially in these few pages, I am the liftoff. 
Yesterday in your heart it was a rash 
Yielding butterfly endings to you, my heart I doff. 
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FLORETTE 

 

The Color in Anything 

 

 

NEON 
 
Music is a dark shade 
A pure bliss of sharp blade. 
  
Money, my brown rainbow 
Made my lawn miss a hoe. 
  
Home! A canal of hue 
Pain, a channel on cue 
  
Laughter is a blue gold 
Not a queue for the old. 
  
Poetry, yellow blood 
A rain, a fellow thud. 
  
  
RUBY 
 
The eyes might squint and grope 
At the sight of black rope 
  
The ear heard news for days 
Fear became like white plays 
  
The hand is handy frank 
Till the land, surprise prank 
  
Dig for gold, let it snow 
March for gold, get a glow 
  
Kneel in Red times and lights 
Feel the green mine, bid nights. 
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EPULAERYU 

 

Hot Coke And Pepper-Soup 

 

 
JACINTH 
 
The forest finds rest in pots 
They meet red farm seeds. 
Bliss feasts well with ignorance 
Feast is served in plates 
Hot Coke shows itself 
Stomach heats 
Yikes! 
  
Hot coke is trouble enough 
Meat with chili groomed? 
This is hell in plate and cup. 
Mouths water like streams 
Cup, mouth, plate, hot hot! 
Temper fears 
Ha! 
  
 
BISQUE 
 
A hot union of spices 
Arranged by goat meat 
Maggi, pepper not left out 
All danced in one pot 
As burner's flame drum 
Tongues screaming 
Wow! 
  
Awaiting cokes arrival 
Sunny day, dark skin 
Stepped in, in bottled outfit 
Kissed tongues with sugar 
And bubbles of gas 
Make them burp. 
Ha! 
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OLIVE 
 
The charcoal pot is happy 
Water will be soup, 
A story from mother's hands 
A coup of spices. 
Employ a cow-tail. 
Then action, 
Heats! 
  
Pepper will be in here too 
Saving the taste buds. 
Then comes a bottle of coke, 
With a hot long neck. 
Pepper-soup and coke 
Making home 
Sweet! 
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THE ALOUETTE 

 

Book of Rhymes 

 

 
ORCHID 
 
A world built from words 
With sharp lines like swords 
Formed from words alike in sounds 
Sweet sound of word play 
Molded from pure clay 
Created from poetic grounds 
  
Mounted in records 
On pages and boards 
With rhymes projecting like mounds 
Contrived a cliché 
Books, rhymes, words, I slay 
In pun, simile I found. 
   
 
 
MANDARIN 
 
Rhymes fall from my pen 
In a paper den, 
Line by line they shine as stars. 
Some may lose their twin 
If it's in between. 
They free a verse, and break bars 
  
Tick, tick is a mime 
It can rhyme with time 
In books where clock is a verb. 
It can sew a page 
To a poet's stage 
When she doesn't skip a kerb. 
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ZANILA RHYME 

 

The Art of Peer Pressure 

 

 

GAINSBORO 
 
In me mama expressed her art skill 
Brought out the beauty in me 
Showed me real culture from her sculpture 
Before my peer groups and cliques turned three 
  
In me an attitude peers painted 
With air brushes, paint and knives 
From her sculpture, showed me real culture 
To drink, smoke and end up with nine wives 
  
In me mama's art skills became old 
As peers exhibition came 
Showed me real culture, from her sculpture 
My behaviors brought her fame of shame. 
  
  
STRAWBERRY 
 
We had a bond smeared from a good home, 
Respect marks on our foreheads 
God's a good voice, let him be your choice 
Love your fabric type, don't mind the threads. 
  
I didn't grow alone, we grew in pairs 
There was good, bad, friends and foes 
Let him be your choice, God's a good voice. 
I had a deaf mind, so did my toes. 
  
Peers became a tradition I found, 
Influence on hands, feet and deeds. 
God's a good voice, let him be your choice. 
I forgot my roots and bore bad seeds. 
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SEPIA 
 
Something there is that peer pressure fears 
That it never calls by name 
Starts with a kiss, but it ends like this 
Then her future wears this tag of shame 
  
Too many times an arm is broken 
The face conceals the defeat 
It ends like this but starts with a kiss 
When a gun welcomes a street 
  
To those who fall and to those who don't 
Courage isn't for the dead 
Starts with a kiss, but it ends like this 
But peer pressure is all in your head. 
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TERZA RIMA 

 

A Tale of 2 cities. 

 

 

LAVA 
 
Death! Holding silence in my darkest call, 
Healing the light from its innermost stream. 
I saw the pain pouring like waterfall, 
As an Inferno of sin pierce my dream. 
To withhold dark thoughts…a stage for good plots. 
Will I get lost, what will be my skin's cream? 
While I wake to my right filling the slots. 
Let my tales not involve the grim reaper, 
Even after t's crossed and my eye dots. 
Let my story come with its eraser, 
So it takes Black before it pages white. 
I am your soul, your thoughts the one for her, 
I am cold feet, the one losing sight. 
  
  
OLDLACE 
 
Two brothers from the same family tree 
Slim, the other with a large pot belly 
Big enough to host creatures in the sea 
With Stretch marks of humans in old Delhi 
About them a story was carved with ink 
Dark creamy ink, with fragrance of jelly. 
Flaunting colorful words in blue and pink 
A tale of two cities from the same source 
Sun shining, rain falling on the same zinc 
People killing one another by force 
Snitching and stabbing themselves on the back 
A tale of two cities from the same source 
  
  
ORANGE 
 
This day I saw my name on wall of fame 
Very faint I wondered its deadly lure 
Wore jacket of dust, people called it lame 
  
The narrow road gave a sigh, screamed for more 
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The passage bled at the sight of few glows 
Why is light roaming on the Streets of Tore? 
  
This other city had pain hemmed in snows 
Citizens got shelter in scary wings 
Will this get them a city filled with gold flows? 
  
With beautiful splendor, honor the king 
Who fought on various accounts to pay bills 
This day two cities bought war, chariots sing. 
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RONDELET 

 

Little Lady. 

 

HONEYDEW. 
 
Little lady 
Make up of innocence you wear 
Little lady 
Your body, cover in cocktail 
For your cuteness, waved eyes, beware 
Eyes with sweet words of love and care 
Little lady. 
  
Little lady 
You wear a crown of kinky hair 
Little lady 
Chew less of those words, avoid veil 
Seat on them, but use like wheelchair 
Cuddle, love, kiss them with prayer 
Little lady. 
  
  
EAGLE 
 
Pretty Lil wench 
These words can't express the few thoughts 
Pretty Lil wench 
You kissed the Cuban, saw the French 
Waiting to take you to six plots 
Where we carve little lady dots 
Pretty Lil wench 
  
Pretty Lil wench 
Have you ever weaved your cohorts? 
Pretty Lil wench 
My words might offer severe stench 
In my head, fantasy that hurts 
Timid clone, I will bag my lots 
Pretty Lil wench. 
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LINEN 
 
Little Lady! 
Her sexy parts, makes my heart sing 
Little lady, 
She's fully grown to a daisy; 
With petal lips so enticing. 
Come in my bed like sweet spicing, 
Little lady. 
  
Little lady 
You would taste sweet like an icing. 
Little lady, 
My hands will make you a baby. 
This tongue will be appetizing 
As I give you sweet uprising, 
Little lady 
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KATAUTA 

 

Heavy Love. 

 

 

CIRCLE 
 
Hands waving in tune 
Belly dance at sight of him 
I feel the oxymoron 
  
Heavy love is grave 
It buries the bones and tones 
It reduces the coo too 
  
Give Love heavily 
Helps the heart reduce burden 
Let the light feel the dark night 
  
  
LAVENDERBLUSH 
 
Her eyes smiled at mine 
Winking in a slow motion 
Eyes filled with apples 
  
Ate from this apples 
Romanced its sweetness and taste 
Couldn't get enough 
  
Got some seeds planted 
This apple feels so heavy 
This apple is love. 
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OCHRE 
 
I will thrust my heart 
Till it becomes an anchor 
In the ocean of your love. 
  
Water won't sink you 
But my words will weigh you down 
To the sweet bed you shall lie. 
  
Gravity is pain 
But compare it to my love, 
Like the one holding you here. 
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OTTAVA RIMA 

 

Broken spirit. 

 

 

CINNAMON 
 
I need go through to be a perfect tool 
My heart needs total dismantle to feed 
On the word which is hemmed in colored wool 
My knees in trembling tear of painful seed 
Read life, the pages were not taught in school 
I surrender my wants and take the need 
Thou will not despise the stage that's infant. 
My spirit is Lord's not Devils tenant. 
  
  
THISTLE 
 
Through the spirit, my eyes see beyond me 
Physical, spiritual poetry forms 
In colors of rhyme, meter all I see 
Words in red bricks, dressed up in uniforms 
Building spirit and setting the flesh free 
From traditional and cultural norms 
An exhausted spirit used by the flesh 
Broken into stories, songs, poems in crèche 
  
  
IMPERIAL 
 
I am lost in the valley of sadness, 
A wrought piece of road that holds weak footprints. 
Sleep evades the fingers that draw my mess, 
I feel the tickle at night and its hints. 
Love became the light and also darkness, 
Sprained my spirit, broke the laws of blueprints. 
It dotted my eyes with tears of burden, 
And made me the one troubles conferred in. 
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TRIOLET 

 

Role Model. 

 

 
TURQUOISE 
 
Leon Michaels, a scorching moon 
Governing the weak little stars, 
A dark sweet song, with a sour tune. 
Leon Michaels, a scorching moon 
Floating like air in a balloon 
Teaching metals to be gold bars. 
Leon Michaels, a scorching moon 
Governing the weak little stars. 
  
  
BALL 
 
Greatest love story ever told 
You make your word a living thing 
They breathe life, breathe letters to hold 
Greatest Love story ever told 
Hamlet scenes are forever gold 
Countless sonnets made the soul sing 
Greatest Love story ever told 
You make the words a living thing. 
  
  
  
 
SIENNA 
 
Above all creatures standing tall 
With a face painted with breakthrough 
A face revered by many 
Above all creatures standing tall 
With a face most eyes look up to 
Allegory face of envy 
Above all creatures standing tall 
With a face painted with breakthrough 
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FREE VERSE 

 

 

The Fall 

 

 
OLIVINE 
 
BREAST: I was a seed 
Known to grow into a bud. 
A bud of this tree, 
I would feed all of the humans, 
So I was told by the ground 
So I was assigned by my ancestors; the roots. 
I would stand firm to watch children suckle, 
How they sleep beneath my chin 
Burying their little mouths in full. 
Ask of the crowd, pinned down in here 
I fed them when my nipple pained. I made them. 
  
HUMANITY: Made who now? 
We all know your story like a well and water, 
But no one has desired to know my being. 
I was colorless, 
I was nameless 
My mother and father were blameless. 
I emanated from in between their chests, 
I was the child they loved best, 
For that reason I was fed 
Given a staff to always lead, 
Books tell better when you read. 
I was told that the sun imitated my gold scepter 
To own a color but it ended in yellow. 
I was loved and beautiful, 
So don't tell me you knew time before me. 
  
BREAST: 
I was their lullaby by night 
A song they sang in their dreams. 
I weaned their pleasures 
I weaved them baskets of relief, 
The softness of my home wiggled their hardened minds. 
Look at how I've changed in a few years 
They have dragged my name 
As they have my body 
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And called me names, once I heard "saggy" 
  
HUMANITY: 
You slut! You think you fit into this resurrection so well? 
I deserve to be lifted not you, 
I fit into every page of life 
The brown paper 
White sparkling one 
The page of the blacks 
Or the page of the dead. 
How will sweetness kill a bee? 
Where did it all go wrong? 
Was it the eaten apple or the carved cross? 
Did the tree play a role in setting its roots there? 
Who tied it to the ground? 
Who gave it the guts to be present? 
I don't believe our eyes can see what blindness has deafened. 
We shouldn't lurk in the valley of somebody's shame, 
Let us see for ourselves who deserves the fire. 
The brimstone or the wood? 
  
BREAST: I use to hold the integrity of our mother I have fallen 
  
HUMANITY: I use to hold the integrity of man but I have fallen. 
  
BREAST: I want to stand firm throughout life and not be a fallen hero. Humanity please let 
the gods raise me up. 
  
HUMANITY: If I let you stand firm, mankind shall not exist. 
Pleasure will drive them to death 
And I won't be spoken of again. 
Please dear Breast, fall to your sleeping. 
  
BREAST AND HUMANITY: 
"Dear Jury, understand my misery, 
Should I proceed into the pylon? 
My honor will be total humor. 
No one respects me 
No one sees my integrity anymore. 
Please I beseech you 
Honor my cause and lift this curse." 
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RING 
 
A: Beautiful woman, I can feel your soft spied contour on your very skin? 
Look at how you fit my very being. 
  
E: My sweetness, slide in my inner weakness. 
Ride me up and down. Let's get to flirty town. 
  
A: I know you have my taste on your lips, the signs you leave when your sleep makes me 
rethink if I should let you in. 
  
E: For a while, your touch has been what I covet. Your Breath on my standing hairs 
rummaging through my strands of hairs. 
  
A: Hush! Let not the father hear us, forget not the rule, let's bow to the commandment that 
makes us whole. 
  
E: Commandment? There is this lush side of me that needs your tongue to clean, you could 
sip juice from it, and feel my oranges. But if Commandment is your wish to follow, I will 
gladly slip away into the arms of another. 
  
A: I forbid your eyes to meet another. My rib got you standing; my feel is your feel. You are 
my precious stone in the midst of this home. Leave me not in disarray; let our lips meet and 
never part. Let them munch the noises screaming “royalty.” 
  
E: Slowly thrust my guts. See the apple dangling from the tree? Eat till you lust on my lobes 
and weave my spine. 
  
A: Oh Woman! Your power has made me reject the father. In your bosom will I lay my head, 
to thread the patches that will name us fugitives. 
  
E: Listen as I Whisper loud enough, my soul have you touched, it's dancing to your moaning 
tunes. 
  
A: If this is a sacred fall, am willing to dive in the pool of sin; willing to touch your notes, 
notes that will become letters written to Mama. 
  
A&E: Our fruits are waiting to be chewed. Let's drop the wedding bells and lock our minds 
in marital cells whispering "will you marry me?" 
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SLATE GRAY 
 
MAN: Hey, slept with no you beside me. 
This House isn't meant for two, 
From where and how did you get here? 
  
WOMAN: From the one whom alone you know, 
Through him, I exist here don't know how 
But with you beside me I awoke. 
  
MAN: In my ears a voice of him whom alone 
I know poured words to offer me help- 
Who for sure I know you are 
  
WOMAN: A lovely place you've got here. 
Nice painting. Well decorated too.  
You must have spent a lot to have this. 
  
MAN: Not as your words sound. 
Money sometimes can't afford all 
That the eyes can see. 
  
WOMAN: In parable you speak, 
sounding like a poet. 
Are you one? 
  
MAN: The answer to your question 
May not be positive, but it also 
Doesn't make it negative. 
  
WOMAN: To me he said you 
Know all angles of this land 
Like the palm of your hand. 
  
MAN: Do you mind 
Me taking you round so you can 
Throw out more of those words of yours. 
  
WOMAN: This is really great, how do you cope 
All alone with so many rooms? 
  
MAN: That reminds me, rooms of 
Different sizes and shapes, 
all accessible except one. 
  
WOMAN: Why is that? 
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Why isn't it accessible? 
What is it made off? Who is in there? 
  
MAN: It’s the duty of my eyes to 
See not beyond the visible. And my ears, 
To hear not beyond the voice of instructions. 
To all instructions will I abide. 
  
WOMAN: True. Words dressed in sincerity 
You speak. It will create a massive gap 
Between you and fall 
  
MAN: Why don't I show you round the rooms… 
  
WOMAN: Wish we could start with that 
  
MAN: which? 
  
WOMAN: The one with no access. 
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FREE VERSE 

 

Letters To God 

 

AZURE 
 
M: Dear God, 
I’ve stopped gazing at the word. I’m now taking a glance at the world. 
Unfaithfulness your faithful servants would say. 
I color this day a new day 
Just so the sorrow will be gone before tomorrow. 
I’m saying it because I know you will ask. 
  
G: You are still young! 
You see, life is a temptation. 
And my Grace is nothing 
Compared to the love for you. 
  
M: God pleaseeee! 
  
G: Please? I owe you nothing. 
But it is only right that you 
Who were purchased at a price, 
Submit your life to me. 
I know you may be distracted 
By some claiming to be Me. 
But the enemy of the world they’ll never see. 
The devil knows the Bible too. 
Don't forget that. 
Worshiping in scriptures alone is not enough. 
And you know warning comes before destruction. 
So remember I am the Author and the finisher. 
While you stay here sinning. 
  
M: God, but what if I try and fail? 
  
G: Sure, you will. 
And you know warning comes before destruction. 
  
M: What then? 
  
G: I’ll correct you. 
  
M: God, what if it keeps happening? 
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G: I’ll keep correcting you. 
  
M: But God… 
  
G: Shhhhh NOT A WORD! 
You will always fall short of my Glory. 
Not to argue about that. 
For every day you will live to know Grace. 
Let the songs from Heaven pour on you. 
From that table take off that Bible. 
Stop depending on people. 
Talk to yourself sometimes. 
This isn't the end until I say so. 
So clean those tears. 
And keep walking. 
With faith take every step. 
I’ll always direct you. 
And you can trust me. 
But your letters are nothing 
Unless you mean them all. 
  
M: God, I repent. 
  
G: Child, just walk. 
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ASH 
 
Me: In simple words, I'm grateful for the ups. The downward tide has held my soul to 
ransom. Holy hands became filled with dirt. I'm no more the kid you died on the cross for. 
  
Him: A loving father I am. Sin I hate. Sinners don't have my trait. Just receive me one more 
time. 
  
Me: Receive? I have received the love but rejected the offer. I guess the price paid was a 
dejected offering. I confess my sins and yet the grounds pick my words and hurt me still. I 
have been condemned. 
  
Him: Now therefore there is no condemnation to those who are in Christ... 
  
Me: I won't lie, I have tasted the sacred ties, experienced the fellowship of the elders, and 
eaten the foods of the gods. I feel the gold imprinted on my skin, I know what heaven tastes 
like but the world is dragging my feet in, advertising sweet empty nothing. 
  
Him: With me you won't be empty. A joy dwells within, just give in. 
  
Me: I have given in. My life is a bitter sweet story. Your love doesn't deserve me, my 
thoughts are flirty. 
I am transformed by it. 
  
Him: Hold my hand. I have removed the thistles in the rose. Let the reason why my Son rose 
be made whole. 
  
Me: The gift of the Spirit you have poured out. I know the cloak worn has written off all 
infirmities, Iniquities and inferiorities. I will wear it for your desire. I will deliver souls to 
your empire. 
  
Him: Your faith is interlocking with my love. Give yourself in and take charge. 
Get answers from my feet and stand still. You are the beauty I will forever see. 
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JASMINE 
 
ANN: 
25th Feb 1991 
Dear God, 
I didn't see the visitor today again. 
I pray this soul has found a seed 
To eat and grow from me. 
Don't forget to make strong my hoe 
That tills my hardened ground 
Make him a partner 
So his face and smile will wrinkle, 
When this tree grows 
From outside of me. 
It's me… 
  
GOD: A baby will be born, his name is Job 
  
ANN: 
21st December 1991 
Dear God, 
She's a beautiful flower. 
I don't know if she stole your glow, 
But she shines more than a star. 
See how she gives him Joy 
A song of sweet hope. 
Make her pot buried in your clay 
So she knows we're all from your ground. 
It's me again… 
  
GOD: Job is going to be the only child. 
  
  
FLOWER: 
11th May 1999 
Dear God, 
It's the flower that sits by your window. 
Why did you leave rain and hide the rainbow? 
What did I ever curse to you? 
Ann is gone, it cannot be true. 
I'm growing in pain 
Knowing you is no gain. 
I'm still little, trying to be ripe. 
From my eyes are tears I can't wipe. 
Answer me! I'm not my mother. 
Tell me you didn't commit murder. 
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"God!" 
  
GOD: "Null" 
  
  
4th August, 2009 
GOD: It's time for rain to fall heavy 
  
FLOWER: 
Dear God, 
It's the flower that stole your glow 
I think my rivers are full to overflow. 
I found a boy and he looks like Adam, 
He's so cute when he says I'm his madam. 
I don't have a friend, but you've always been there for Mum 
So I'm talking to you so you'd help me triumph. 
Tell my mum – Ann, I would write her instead 
For she would understand when love weaves the thread. 
I miss her especially when the storm cloud gathers. 
If only rain would be love, so it breaks fear borders. 
  
FLOWER: 
13th December 2017 
Dear God, 
It's the flower whose mother you plucked. 
I've found the key, whose teeth can unlock. 
All of me, his name is Job. 
He says you handpicked him from the globe. 
I didn't know you were in talks with him. 
I feel so ashamed for the letters I sent in a whim. 
He says you knew my cries for my ex 
And didn’t respond when you asked why. 
He says I'm not just a flower, I am the best 
Because he's the onion that wouldn't make me cry. 
We'd tie the nut to my loosed life soon. 
On a bright Saturday, I hope you be there by noon. 
Come with Ann and watch me become a tree 
Of many words, so I'd be a mother of poetry. 
Don't let the priest do all the talking 
If I see Job move, let it be you walking. 
I know you hardly write back, it's all in my head 
But you exist somewhere, you cannot be dead. 
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RUMWORDS 

 

Hard Work 

 

GOLDENROD 
 
One slept with her thought and gave birth to this pun. 
Two saw the pregnancy but never had a clue. 
Three planted themes, forms, metaphors, rhymes and grew this poet's tree. 
Four tasted from its fruit and asked for more. 
Five kept persistence close to his strive. 
Six ate a sound Chinese determination with no chopsticks. 
Seven trekked a thousand miles, to make heaven. 
Eight never did, made his ways straight. 
Nine with Christ and his disciples to dine and wine. 
Ten before them said words of poetry, that ended with an amen. 
  
  
AMETHYST 
 
One season, I separated my pleasures from work till dawn 
Two decades my works counted, a bomb In show room blew. 
Three minutes to the performance, I got my dream Fee 
Four games played on diligent Street, reward counted my score. 
Five kisses on the rough Street made me thrive 
Six sticks pricked my talent, yet blabbing lips watched it in the Flicks 
Seven days made me wish I rode in lazy haven 
Eight metal gates were placed yet I found the keys to being great 
Nine doors couldn't shut my shine 
Ten shows at a time in the presence of Royal Men. 
  
 
SUNGLOW 
 
One little spice of tempting evil gives the devil a nod and you're done. 
Two sisters meet at a final, experience will be a guest to win too. 
Three wise men believing a star, a result yielding poetry 
Four synoptic gospels always try to prove Christ as heaven's door. 
Five senses work together, one lost and the others strain hard to drive. 
Six thousand ant soldiers are clever than man with all his tricks. 
Seven thousand years, the Egyptian pyramid looks like it was built in heaven. 
Eight days are never enough to make a crooked man straight 
Nine heads with no brains will not interpret any good sign. 
Ten beatitudes cannot save the farm when the farmer only has a pen. 
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COUPLETS 

 

Shopping King 

 

 

PHLOX 
 
A dress with white diction 
Fits the alliteration. 
  
A Prada wears a rhyme 
During a slam with time. 
  
Irony owns a gold, 
Mood will never be old. 
  
These puns are expensive 
The theme is obsessive 
  
Wearing shoes like Yeesuz. 
It rants when it sees us. 
  
Write poems on right things 
Not like this with bling-blings 
  
  
EBONY 
 
Down the New Dubai Mall 
The doors welcomed my call 
  
Laced wealth on my Prada 
I picked bags that cost Nada 
  
Wrist watches timing Gold 
Swatches worn by folks sold 
  
Ray Ban to suit my fleek 
I can't see the dark geek 
  
Bills didn't need a sweat 
Money is a sweet threat 
  
Models wore my model 
I bought the whole runway 
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WHEAT 
 
In rope of royalty 
Poetry I cover 
  
On this dining table 
Of alliteration 
  
With Poetic dishes 
And designer faces 
  
From this Ralph Lauren's plate 
Armani's dish with Dior 
  
Spices my tongue will taste 
With a push of channel's 
  
Wine, down the tummy's face 
Putting on Klein's sun shade. 
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QUATRAIN 

 

Divided Love 

 

LION 
 
Know my likes and rough way 
Give time to my intent 
Buy my play and let's pray 
Build a space in my tent 
  
What is your best month, May? 
Receive my packet sent? 
Just got a little pay 
Nights are empty, Mama. 
  
The parties were your say 
The lace and shoes you lent 
Holy ties became bent 
Drifted our path, Mama. 
  
 
 
 
 
SANDYBROWN 
 
To her hubby she gave 
Eros till his last breath. 
Which on her heart engrave 
A text of storage on Beth 
  
And her siblings to save 
Lives above and beneath 
Bad acts made them behave. 
For to herself she knew 
  
No philautia-like slave. 
She never forgets death 
Since he took away Seth 
Her hubby and his crew 
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TULIP 
 
What was the heart made for? 
To release love like rain. 
Sweeter love-rains can pour 
On a thatched roof with drain. 
  
My love, a pen would draw 
So it won't fade as pain. 
Locked in more than one door, 
Don't ask me to free one. 
  
I've been hurt from before 
And it has made me sane. 
To divide love is gain 
You'd soon get what I've done. 
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BOT'S RANG'AL 

 

A page with blood 

 

LIGHT 
 
Yellow fever, did you kill the city? 
My empty pot is waiting for blood, so? 
As slick as mudslides, did you cut the toe? 
Are you giving the blue sword a pity? 
  
Slowly surrender the sick scenes 
Beat the blank books blue. 
  
 
OLIVEDRAB 
 
Dear War, of what profit is it to you? 
Do you see the red make up on our land? 
Can't you hear the innocent blood on queue? 
Why are your friends sharp, deadly and unplanned? 
  
Blades borrowing brothers Blood, bleeding 
War why? We will wear wondering. 
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VILLANELLE 

 

 

Feathers of my ink. 

 

MING 
 
Think of my words as a flock of birds 
Scattered in the sky like stars so free. 
The freedom is that of spoken word. 
  
Think of my poem as a wind that occurred 
Shaking the leaves of a sitting tree. 
It had no name the last time I heard. 
  
Think of this as a lump concurred 
Of puns, theme, form trying to agree 
And that's how the page saw and preferred. 
  
Think of a yellow and black sky transferred 
To a home whose comb fetches honey. 
The words would be bees that are stirred. 
  
These words are like God the third 
Hardly understood, it's the trinity. 
It's holy and that's the keyword. 
  
My words take shape whether seen or unheard, 
On the page they sit on a line for no fee. 
They sit on a branch, hardly scared 
They become a bird's wings - paired. 
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BRANDON 
 
Words can move stagnant breed 
It turns the gloomy heart to glee 
The yellow muse it gives takes me on a lead 
  
I will weave these words like a bead 
I will put the efforts of wealthy plea 
Plants will grow on what they feed 
  
The Giants brought the read 
With amuse, they paid greater fee 
Shattered homes became glorious, my words did the deed 
  
Oh!  This smile was once a seed 
My name made the best to flee 
This ink was not an ordinary weed 
  
It broke bones and held souls to ransom plead 
Aligned books witnessed the green tea 
I sipped the juice in my cerebrum creed 
  
The feather of my ink is a free greed 
Teaching the lips to see 
The tongue said so to bleed 
The words healed deafen ears that heed 
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GRAY 
 
Yesterday my pen bled 
From the injury it sustained 
No bandage, pages I put instead. 
With ink, all got stained 
With alphabets, all spread 
In metaphors, diction voices ordained 
It evolved into words read 
Painting brains from what literature explained. 
Covering distances with none misled 
This feather of my ink I have maintained 
Viewing humanity ahead 
In its sweet words i am chained 
And will cherish and wed 
Lie on it and try to be retained 
This feathers I will make my bed 
Speak out poetry unsaid 
For in it my thought has been trained 
In blue, black and red 
Now illiteracy the world behead 
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CRADURHUIT 

 

God Is A Flower 

 

 

BISTRE 
 
The first root of the universe 
One who showed the grasses the way. 
His ground is home and forgiving, 
He's a stalk that's so endearing 
He died a seed, a price to pay. 
With petals of grace, gift of love 
Grown to break the gate guarding sin. 
God 
  
God 
Origin of good, grown from time 
The stalk made of glass, grains of dust. 
Your sun exists to set us free 
To give sense of what's good-growing, 
Your pollen falls like dew dropping. 
Your roots and ours always agree. 
The flower that weathers rock minds. 
  
 
DARKGOLDENROD 
 
Blossom of humans- a Supreme Being 
Can he be compared to a flower? 
With colorful love flowering 
On walls of life beautifying 
Humanity, a provider 
Of truth and great gifts from his eyes 
With good ground of soil before now 
God 
  
God 
With no grand guide this flower shines 
Bright on this gray gown of mine. 
With its beauty on me bigger 
Than my largest thought whispering 
The tale of God's voice hindering 
Me with his shade from life's danger 
The rooftop of the whole wide world 
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MONORHYME 

 

The colors I have been 

 

ALABASTER 
 
I've been a rainbow since last week 
Sometimes purple or feel too weak 
Some days the yellow sun will sync 
My blue night poems like a shrink 
Sundays are red when I rethink 
bout' Valentine that's coming quick 
I'm looking for a girl in pink 
So she'll know the colors I think 
When my heart has black wine to drink 
My eyes are gold, watch how they blink 
I'm never shy, just a loud freak 
My color can lead like a Greek 
And make me a star, a fine geek 
I was made from dust, I'm brown ink. 
  
 
FUCHSIA 
 
I have been wearing a cute blue 
Shirt of good health and good mood through 
The mouth of heavy wind that blew 
Away the dark brown sadness flu 
From my red blood cells with a new 
Good health, mood and a purple shoe 
Of enthusiasm with some few 
Large orange smiles, standing on queue 
Just awaiting their rival who 
Never came. Sitting on a pew 
This poem is more of a hue 
For through it, my colors to you 
I expose how I have been too 
Shades of good life became my boo. 
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TONGUE TWISTER 

 

 

The Finale 

 

AMARANTH 
 
Shame sat same side Sheila said to 
The show sent shiver-shutting sorts 
She saw surely the shots she slowed 
In sessions shared, where shame saw shores 
That settled to share seeming scores 
  
If Sheila surely said she scored 
And Sally shot surely those shots 
The show should slow to share the scores 
Should Sally see Sheila show off 
And Sheila see Sally sow shame. 
  
Sadly the stage shall sign to shine 
Shivers-shutting scripts still share sums 
Some still signal to shut shame out 
In sessions sealing shows sown still 
Swarming so shores shall see some sink 
  
Sheila said surely on Sally 
Sally sees Sheila share signals 
The show's standing strands share some scores 
Will Sally see Sheila sinking? 
Will Sheila's shivers shift for shame? 
In sessions sealing shows sown still 
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WENGE 
 
Thirty turns took triple threads 
Through tough trifling tutors. 
They taught three 
Through poetry 
Till time-tick, tick tipped 
The talented. 
  
Bones bled by breaking boxes 
Coughing chaotic children 
Purely punned. 
Puffed poems pour 
Perfect pictures portraying priests 
Filling forms for final phrases. 
  
Prose-poems impregnated pages 
Playing paper planes 
With people's pain. 
People's plan panned panes, 
Partly put in private prayers. 
Fore' final faith 
Fate faded the final factor. 
Facts fried the fake falls. 
  
Lastly, leave long-lasting loads 
Labour lapping lazy lamps. 
Large luck lurks 
The leading line 
When lying lawyers 
Lease long lies. 
  
This flute is toot 
To this tutor too. 
It will put two through 
And pull two too. 
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PLUM 
 
Three talented tools 
Throwing tight thoughts 
Towards Thirty thick themes 
  
Three, tough tongues 
Testing text in thesis 
Thirsty of trophy 
  
Three thick thumbs 
Typing true tale 
Told through thoughts 
  
Towards thirty thick themes 
Three talented tools 
Threw tight thoughts 
  
Thirsty of trophy 
Three tough tongues 
Tested text in thesis 
  
Tale told through thoughts 
Typed by three thick thumbs 
Thirsty of trophy 
  
Ten, Twenty, Thirty 
Topics themes titles 
Today tonight is time-out. 
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…If poetry lives a good life, she’ll die a happy person… 


